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Executive Summary

– Behaviorally-driven customer experience

– Global program driven by dynamic content, marketing automation, and a decision engine

– Engagement-focused customer journeys that deliver the right content at the right time 
when the customer wants it, all focused on Dell solutions

– Dell-built program logic to help the customer down the purchase journey path

– Modular content that supports scale and flexibility to build thousands of different 
scenarios

– Visually engaging content that drives interest and increased engagement

What is Solutions Nurture?

What drives Solutions Nurture?

Increased 
speed to 
market-
reduced email 
production time 
by 30%

Higher 
engagement 
metrics - 25%
open rates and 
4.8% CTRs vs. 12% 
and 1% 
respectively with 
push marketing

Significant 
Revenue 
Influence- 35% 
increase in 
conversion rates 
to pipeline

Increased 
product solution 
selling- 3x 
higher 
Average order 
values when 
contact is 
nurtured

Faster lead 
creation- from 7 
days to just 4 
hours

What are the benefits?
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Business 
Scale

+ 20 Topics 
Covered

Supports all 4 
B2B customer 
segments for 
Dell

2,000 unique 
customer 
experiences 
supported

Spans 
5 Customer 
Journeys 

Content
Scale

650 versions of emails multiplied across 5 languages in 6 countries, all being 
managed by one user interface and a handful of wireframes.

Content-driven engine
A flexible program design along with modular content capabilities amplify the reach of finite number 
of assets to produce a scalable responsive email program. Customers experience content as part of a 
solution journey, instead of a singular email.
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The Big Idea

Strategic shift: Using dynamic content, marketing automation and a decision engine, Dell built a 
behaviorally-driven customer experience that scales to support thousands of unique customer 
scenarios, allowing the customer to choose their own path.

Contact’s interaction 
defines nurture path.
Multiple entry points give contact a 
journey relevant to their pain points 
and last engagement.

Identify Discover Educate Compare

Generate
customers,
not leads.

Support 
retention programs 
and account 
relationships. 

Respond
to customers’ 
digital body 
language.

Give
them timely, 
relevant 
information.

Create
conversations.
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The Solution
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Solutions Nurture 3.0

Journey: 

Discover
Journey: 

Educate
Journey: 

Compare

Pain point 
identified

Broad solution 
identified

Journey: 

Identify

Dell solution 
identified

Sales 
readiness

Thought 
leadership 

Industry pain 
points

Dell solution 
focused

If non-engage, begin moving backwards to course-correct on topic in an attempt to 
re-engage.

Solutions Nurture 3.0 focuses on aligning content to customer purchase phase, starting with thought 
leadership content in the “identify/awareness” stage and narrowing down to the optimal Dell solution 
as the customer shows more interest via engagement. 
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Journey: Identify Journey: Discover Journey: Educate Journey: Compare

Email 1

Email 2

Email 3

Email 4

Email 5

Email 6

Email 7

Email 8

Email 9

Program: Rescue

Solutions Nurture 3.0
Along each phase of the purchase cycle emails are used to serve up relevant content providing 
customers an opportunity to engage. As they engage the program sends them emails related to the 
last topic they engaged with until customer action or inaction indicates change in customer interests; 
at that point the rescue program works to course correct by broadening  the topics. 
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Customer experience example

Qualified 
lead

5. 10 days later, 
sent Thank You 
Educate email 
for Optimized 
Enterprise

6. Clicks on Asset 
A29 CTA

9. 10 days later, sent 
Thank You 
Compare email 
on Redefining the 
Economics of 
Storage

10.Clicks on asset 
A82 CTA

7. Arrives on 
Landing page 
A29

8. Downloads asset

11.Arrives on landing 
page for A82

12.Fills out form and 
submits

3. Arrives on 
Landing page A4

4. Views video

1. Receives 
Discover email 
for Optimized 
Enterprise.  

2. Clicks on Asset 
A4 CTA

13.Passes to SFDC 
with Campaign 
Redefining the 
Economics of 
Storage and 
Marketing 
Comments 
within 4 hours

For example, if contact engages with topic, “optimized enterprise,” they continue to receive emails 
relevant to this topic. The program works to narrow down the particular solution the customer is 
interested in, this continues until we know enough about their interests to hand to sales as a qualified  
lead.
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The Execution 
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Three critical areas of focus 
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Content 
marketing 

Lead
nurturing

Drip
marketing

NURTURE DESIGN

Automate the deployment 
of 1:1 Marketing emails 

MODULAR CONTENT

Provide an agile and 
automated capability 
allowing scale and 
optimized production 
process for email 
deliverability  

CONTENT STRATEGY

Pilot and test design, 
determine cost effective 
model for global content 
generation
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Audience selection 
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Sales 
Nom

Form 
Submits

Third-
Party 

Dell.com
Non-sales 

ready 
leads

Identify pain point, 
score last engagement, 
and place contact within 
their relevant journey.

Identify Discover Educate Compare

Customer 
Support 

The program has an automated process to input contacts real-time from different sources across 
the organization. Program logic evaluates customer last action and aligns to appropriate topic and 
purchase phase to ensure most relevant email is sent first.  
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Acquisition 
lead

Viewed brand 
webinar

Pain point identified: 
Unknown

Engagement scored: Identify

Tom

Jerry

Compile source data: 
Previous activity 
and interest

Expired sales ready 
lead

Storage event 
attendance

Pain point identified: Storage

Engagement scored: Compare

Derive pain point 
identification and 
engagement score

Deliver relevant 
content1 2 3

Modular content builds out personalized emails based on the customers’ demonstrated interest and 
phase of the buying journey. Content is adjusted real-time and enables flexibility to expand the 
nurture program across new topics to match Dell's ever evolving solution sales. 

Modular content enables personalization 
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Promo 
block 1

Promo 
block 2

Promo 
block 1

Promo 
block 2
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Modular content snapshot

Modular Content
All content is modular, referencing 
previous behavior to determine what is 
being merchandised next. 

Wireframes
All responsive design, for mobile, tablet 
and PC 

Flexibility and Scale
Content is loaded into one tool that can 
be reused for other messages and edited 
quickly

Logo

Body Copy 
Long

CTA Text 
Long

Body Copy 
Promo

Headline 
Promo

Top CTA

Headline 
Short

Image/Icon

CTA Text 
Short

Promo 
Subhead

Thumbnail 
of asset

All content within the email is broken down into building blocks including headline, body copy, 
images and calls to action.  This allows the content to be flexible and independent of each other, 
allowing utilization of message components across over 2,000 customer scenarios.
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Responsive design 
maximizes reception 
across different devices 
based on dimensions set 
within the code. 

Content experience: responsive design
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Content 
marketing 

Lead
nurturing

Solution Landing PageSolution Email  
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Content Experience: consistent look across topics
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Content 
marketing 

Optimized Enterprise
Why Dell for End User 
Computing

Security Solutions

Each topic has a designated brand color to ensure consistency 
throughout the story. 
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Topic snapshot: security
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With Solutions Nurture, customers get to choose which assets they will see through their actions 
with content.  Customers receive content on the topic they have demonstrated interest in as each 
asset the customer engages dictates the next communication they receive.  

Lead
nurturing

Discover Educate Compare
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Customer journey snapshot: security
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Discover Educate Compare

A customer who downloads an infographic about security trends is sent an email with more security 
content.  Since they engage with Network Security content, they are served up detailed solutions 
Dell offers for Network Security in the Compare Journey.



Thank you for your 
consideration.

For more information, please contact:
jessica_waleke@dell.com


